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A B S T R A C T 

The BRST symmetry of Yang Mills theories can be gauged via the 
introduction of an anticommuting single gauge field. There follows 
the construction of a local BRST operation which allows an algebraic 
analysis of the BRST current algebra. This construction provides, in 
particular, a field theory interpretation of most higher cocycles 
which accompany the usual chiral anomaly. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

21 
In reference 1) Che possibility of gauging the BRST symmetry of gauge 

theories is used to relate several manifestations of the anomaly whose 

vanishing jelects out the critical dimension of string theories. Independently 

of this application, the algebras which express local BRST symmetry and thus 

describe the structure of BRST current algebra, exhibit some ne and interesting 

features. In reference I) these algebras are constructed for ït ^ Mill theories 

possibly coupled with gravity, and possibly including Weyl invariance. In all 

cases a single anticommuting gauge field a(x) is needed. It h.-i ghost number 

-1 and allows one to gauge the BRST symmetry. It is accompanied by a scalar 

commuting ghost zield \(x), with ghost number 0. The structure of this 

algebra is studied here and shown to be rigidly tied with the known 'ÎRST struc

ture. The corresponding anomalies provide a field theory realization of the 

higher cocycles '»'»•' which accompany the one-cocycle solution of r-e Wess 

Zumino consistency conditions , the usual chiral anomaly. These anor ilies turn 

up in anomalous diagrams for the divergence of the correlation functions of 

several BRST Noether currents with the correct number of external ghost lines. 

As a matter of fact, we shall prove the equivalence of the occurence of an ABBJ 

(chiral) anomaly with the occurence of such higher anomalies. The foregoing 

analysis will be performed on pure Yang Mills theories but can be extended to 
2) 5) 

all known gauge theories, e.g. gravity. Anti-BRS * symmetry could be gauged 

as well, but this does not add any new information. 

The present paper is organized as follows. 

Section II is devoted to the construction of the gauged BRST current 

algebra, defined as a differential algebra. 

The corresponding invariant action is constructed in Section III by the 

appropriate minimal coupling, as well as the appropriate Slavnov identity. 

The current algebra anomalies are computed in Section IV. 



2) Let us recall that the BRST operations of the Yang Mills theory ' is 
defined by its action on the Yang Mills field A - X A

u
d x ^ • t n e ghost C, 

the antighost C and the auxiliary field b, all taking their values in the 
Lie algebra Lie G of the compact structure group G, and possibly on a 
matter field t/> taking its values in a representation space of G : 

S A=. - DC (a) 

s 9 » - C <f) ( b ) 

sC = - l [ c , c ] (=) en 

S C , - b (d> 

S b = O c«) 

where D is the covariant derivative d.+ [A,.] and O denotes the action 
of C, an element of Lie G, on iiit through the relevant representation. 
A, C, C, b, ty have respective ghost numb ;rs 0, I, -1, 0, 0. s acts on the 
algebra generated by these fields as an a-tiderivation with respect to the 
grading defined by the sum of the ghost number and the form degree, mod. 2. 
Besides s commutes with the space time derivatives 3 U and thus anticommutes. 
with the differential d • dx'-'S, : 

sd + d s =0 (2) 

The operator s can be, and indeed was initially viewed as defining a 
global symmetry : for any space time independent parameter % and X any 
function of the field A, C, C, b, * we may define 

SSX = isX (3! 



The nilpotency of s 

S^O w 

which summarizes the Lie algebra structure of Lie G and its action on <ii 

through a representation turns â_ into a one "parameter" commutative Lie 

algebra : 

l\U (5) 

provided Ç,£* are assumed to anticommute. 

Of course the Jacobi identity holds between 6r, °V.. 

In reference I), it is shown that the transformations (3) can be made 

local, in other words can be extended in such a way that the parameter £ 

becomes a function of x : 

- S(*) (6) 

Since the global transformation (2) involves derivatives (appearing in 

sA) it is appropriate to introduce a gauge field a , the gauge trans

formation of which will compensate the derivatives of £ which appear 

upon evaluating the commutator of two transformations. Since £ is anti-

commuting, so must be a , so that 

<* = X cL (x) ix* V" 
(7) 

is commuting. Consistency in the degree of 5, further requires that a 

have ghost number -1. 

The BRST gauge transformation thus appears as' .*!>. 



Cb) 

+ . . . (c) 

J ^ A . - ICODC + ... (a) 

^ c . sp [c,c] 

S|ec b = o •*-... 

(8) 

(e) 

(f) 

where the dots stand for missing local terms which must be determined in such 

a way that transformations (8) "close". The precise way in which the closure 

property can be achieved is to transform eq.(8) into a differential algebra : 

^ \ , > * ( - ) - > > < • ) 
(9) 

where À(.) is the scalat ghost associated with £(.), a commuting field» 

and s is the differential associated with 5. . This procedure avoids the use 

of "field dependent Lie algebras". The boundary conditions on s. are that 

s, reduces to s upon restriction to a - 0 \ « 1, and of course 
loc 

SÏ = o ( 1 0 > 
lee 

These requirements together with locality and dimensionality considerations 

lead to : 

S^ A = - 3 M D C +M-)atCC ca> 

S U C = ->(•) cc 



Si OC =r d A (£) 
loc 

S^. > = o («> 

The extra term in eq.(ll) can be easily obtained by minimal coupling 

A -+ d + f <* fe- (i2) 

which has to be applied only once since no derivative appears after the first 
step. 

As before, the grading mod. 2 is given by the sum of the ghost number 
and the form degree. 

In the next section, minimal coupling will be generalized and used in 
order to construct an invariant action which reduces to the usual action 
when a • 0, \ • 1. 

In order to construct invariants depending on the derivatives of the 
fields, we need a covariant derivative D. reducing to D - d+A when loc 
a • 0, \ * I and such that 

J ^ . D ^ H S ^ + D ^ - I ^ O ^ 

Such an operator is easily obtained by minimal coupling : 

D, = d + A-D<C (14) 
lot 



where C is represented according to the field on which it acts linearly. 

Note that D. has ghoat number zero but nevertheless contains a term 
linear in C. 

The corresponding field strengths are defined as usual as 

<FB i [ E l e t . Dj+»d(A-«c)4[A-«:lA.<cJ 

(15) 

and they transform tensorially under s. 

S u . K = -A CJC C16) 

'IK S " 
At this point one can extend the invariant part of the Yang Mills action 

. 1 ^ ^ + ^ ^ + V1W,.(<|>) 
v*1 

(17) 

which is highly non linear in a. Note that no kinetic part in a can be 
be constructed with ghost number zero. 

The corresponding part of the Hoether current is defined as 

(18) 

of=0 

Sixilarly. Che gauge fixing parr of Che action car. be extended by 
minimal couplins inco : 



s^^l-^l^-t^J "" 
& . . $ A; • =<,$)/)% ... 

With the change of variables 

(20) 

the action is independent from X provided s. is redefined to read in 
the b-C sector 

S. c = + b 

which is possible in view of eq.(llf) 

S, > = 3 

(c) 

TO 
(21) 

The contribution of S . t o the Noether current is of course 

, f id. 
(22) 

0(cO 

This construction serves as a substitute to the conventional Noether 
construction when it applies to a symmetry characterized by a Lie algebra. 
One can easily check that it leads to the same result. The reason is that 
the BRST differential algebra is sufficiently close to the cohomology algebra 



of the gauge Lie algebra and that ve have imposed S. X » 0, 

The gauge fixed action 

S = S, R U + So. a * 
with S. and S , given by eqs (17) (19) respectively leads to a pertur-
bative renormalizable quantized theory characterized by the current algebra 
Slavnov identity 

Here 7 is the vertex functional generating one particle irreducible 
diagrams and A (T)(x) is the integrand occuring in the definition of the 
usual global Slavnov identity. The latter involves, in uarticular, sources linearly 
coupled to the variations of the fields, in which however, at the classical 

j i. 1 2),7) lsvel s is replaced by y ? — s. 

The perturbative treatment of the Slavnov identity eq.(23) leads to 
the study of local anomalies ct as solutions of the consistency conditions 

Z e Oc = o (24) 
s 

where Z is obtained from I(S) by linearization with respect to S . 
E- is nilpotent since S itself fulfills eq.(23). The anomalies are of 
course defined modulo their possible changes under the addition of local 
countertenns of the effective action froic which T is computed by the 
renorroalized Feynman rules. 

The analysis cf the anomalies D:::.S out to follow very closely the 
analvsis already par fermée in the sic'̂ sl 3P.57 framework. ZTICS ed, chd 



definition of s. can be simplified by a change of generators according to: 

S ^ c ) , - ± foe, acj 
Cb) 

(c) 

S u c ~ b w) < 2 5 ) 

Sloe b :r O 

Su* <* = ctt 
s* A = 0 

'Ice 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

This shows that the non trivial part of the structure of the local BRST 
algebra is isomorphic with that of the global algebra eq.(l). Thus every
thing that is known on chiral anomalies can be used modulo the replacement 

A -, A'= A-«iC 

C - , C'* AC 

In particular, s, is defined by the horizontalitv conditions r loc J 

(26) 

(27) 



- 1 0 -

n on Lie G, one has 

zrtr ) = CV(?) <28) 

This results into the corresponding identity on the Chern Simons fona 

T_ , associated with P through 

tHV 

T J F ^ « a Xn„ (A,FfA)J (29) 

namely 

{d+sUe) T ^ A ' + C ' , ^ ) * d~r2tii « f) 

Expanding T- _. into terras of prescribed ghost number g and form degree 

2n-l-g 

T - A- I ( 3 i > 

one finds in particular that T n 

tency condition which makes it a candidate for the anomaly GL we are liking 

for, when n=3. T, (A'+C',ï') contains the current algebra satellites of 
"* ff2) 

the usual chiral anomaly. As in the global framework, no other anomaly 
depending on the fields C,b,"-1', and the sources of their variations are 

2) 1 

expected to occur , Expanding Ï, . (A'+C',7) in powers of 1 shows 

that it contains all higher cocycies T§ _._ , 1 <_ g < 2n-2, only excluding 

T . , multiplied through a factor oft~ . They provide anomalous divergences 

for correlation functions of g BRST currents, g antighost fields, 2n-l-g... 

down to n-g of the currents which are coupled to the gauge field, as seen 

by differenciating the Ward identity eq.(23) g-1 times with respect to cc , 

g times with respect to C, 2n-l-g down to n-g times with respect to A 

and setting all fields equal to zero, «e would like to emphasize that the 

higher cocycies are now ccr:putable lr. fielc theory because of the intrccucticn 

of r.ew degrees of ireedcn;, producing products of c-jrrer.ts vith the required 

quantum numbers. 



Formally the situation may be viewed in a Hamiltonian framework as 

follows : the presence of the chiral anomaly prevents the BRSTcurrent from 

being divergenceless: 

^ ^ = A* *0 (32) 

where A is a local operator. Space integration yields 

[ H , Qw] = 5 V J 

where H is the Hamiltonian, 

A * . v / = A ' fr.xJ 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

u A2)v. . . , , 8) 

where A (x,y) is a polylocal operator . 

Putting y * 0, integrating over x, v, we get formally the "nilpotencv 

anomaly : 

[Q C*') , <k (*)] £ (*~r) = 5"'° s c* •_ y°) (36) 
-2 0 . 

where £ * is the coefficient of the c type singularity in 

A'"-_ [ à** cfy £?%:x; r^) (37) 



• : ; : : . :; : = ; : n i 
( ! mi n i m m 

Similarly» if lp is one of the fields 

(385 

with Atf polylocal describing an anomaly in the transformation lav for <p 
under Q. 

In principle, the various (poly)local operators introduced here eqs 
(32), (35), (38) and their ambiguities could be derived from a complete 

f 3) anomalous current algebra Ward identity . The corresponding local operator 
£4) cohomology compatible with power counting, will be studied elsewhere . On 

the other hand, assuming the existence of equal time commutations is a more 
delicate matter which may easily lead to erroneous conclusions. 

CONCLUSION 

Gauging the BRST symmetry of quantized gauge theories offers new 
algebraic structures which deserve further study. This operation already 
offers a realization in quantum field theory of the higher cocycles which 
accompany the usual global BRST, chiral anomaly. At the formal operator 
level, one recovers in particular the two-cocycle nilpotency anomaly, but 
a complete analysis of the higher cocycles at the operator level awaits 
further study. 

Similar considerations apply to more general gauge theories based on 
general coordinate invariance or involving higher differential forms. 
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FOOTNOTES 

fl) This is not the choice made by F.R. Ore and P. Van Nieuwenhuizen ref.6) 
There is an intrinsic ambiguity arising whenever the operation s 
involves derivatives e.g. eq.(2). The present choice has the property 
that it yields a Noether current which coincides with that used by most 
authors. Also, it leads to particularly simple algebraic properties. 

f2) The cohomology of E g does contain other terms such as those arising 
from C? P (F) - higher powers of C being forbidden by anticommu-
tativity, but they do not contribute to the anomaly we want because the 
ghost number does not come out correct. 

f3) This can be found in ref. 10) for the chiral current algebra associated 
with OED. 

f4) The first two terms eq.(32), associated with the global BRS anomaly 
and eq.(36) describing the nilpotency anomaly are familiar. The latter 
appears in ret. 9). 
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